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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, JULY 1, 1936

No.

GEOLOGY CLASS
VISITS OHIO
CAVERNS

ZIONCHECK
FREED BY
EMERSON

125 People
See Cave
Wonders

Impeachment
Proceedings
Sought

One hundred and twenty-five
people traveled southward Saturday to West Liberty to visit
the spectacular Ohio Caverns
which compare favorably with
the best caves of Virginia and
Kentucky.
The caverns are specially
noted for the stalactite and
stalagmite formations. Some of
the rooms in the underground
castle have myriads of dripstone formations hanging from
the ceiling and rising from the
floor in never-ending variety.
Among the superb wonders
seen by the group were "The
Frozen Waterfall", "The Flowery Dome", "The Crystal Sea
and Sunken City", "The ley
Picture",
"Fairyland",
and
"The Garden of the Gods".
It may be of interest to
readers to know that the cave's
passage is a mile long, the
greatest depth of the cave was
a hundred and three feet and
the temperature 64 degrees,
which remains constant throughout the year.

At the regular meeting of the
Emerson Parliament Wednesday, June 24, 1936, the House
of Representatives met in
special session trying to impeach Marion Anthony Zioncheck of treason and other sundry offenses. The gallery was
crowded with spectators who
applauded at will. The chairman of the committee, Mr.
Mooseman in the guise of Brooks
Fletcher, began the proceedings
but found an able antagonist in
the form of Philip Zaugg. Then
the representative, Bankhead,
from Alabama, let loose a fiery
flood of oratory which in true
southern style nearly stopped
the proceedings. Mrs. "Hooey"
Long and Alfred E. Smith, representing Louisiana and New
York gave very touching arguments for the impeachment. But
the representative from Idaho,
Mr. Keeran, saw that those for
the impeachment didn't get it
all their own way. As the meeting neared an end a filibuster
was started and the Sergcantat-Arms removed tht disturbing element. A vote was taken
and tho impeachment lost. The
House retired and the gallery
left, satisfied.

MR. ABERNETHY,
FORMER PROF
PROMOTED
D e t r o i t—Appointment of
John R. Abernethy, for three
and one-half years in the Actuarial Department of the Maccabees, as associate actuary of
The Life Insurance Company
of Detroit, was announced today by Thomas F. Lawrence,
president. Mr. Abernethy has
had extensive training in American and foreign institutions
and has been the recipient of
numerous honors in the mathematical and actuarial fields.
Mr. Abernethy received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Duke University, Durham, N.
C, after attending Davison College in the same state. He received his Master's degree in
Mathematics at the University
of North Carolina, after which
he was employed in the actuarial department of the Jeffer(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

LIBRARY HAS
NEW ASSISTANT
Mits Burling Goes To
U. of Chicago
Did you notice a newcomer
on the library staff last week?
She is Miss Shirley Kellogg, a
former Bowling Green graduate
taking Miss Gladys Burling's
place as assistant librarian.
Miss Burling left B. G. a week
ago Saturday for Chicago where
she enrolled in the University
of Chicago. She will be studying
in the College of Library
Science. We wish her pleasant
studying and we hope to be
seeing her again.

UNIVERSITY HONORED
B. G. Host To Educational Conferences
<$>-

PREXY AT
SANDUSKY
CLASS MEET
Dr. and Mrs. Williams attended the reunion of the class of
1911 of Sandusky high school,
at Hartley beach near Huron,
Ohio. James Judson, of the
American Crayon Company,
opened his cottage and was
host for the occasion. Three
members of this class include:
Lloyd Williams, of Morral, O.,
oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, Dr. Arthur Smith, professor of physiological chemistry at Yale, and Charles Merz,
a writer, of New York.
Dr. Smith and Lloyd Williams
were roommates when students
at Ohio State University.

SPECIALIST TO
ASSIST
Two conferences which will
prove highly interesting to superintendents and teuchcrs of
our summer student body will
he held in our auditorium and
are scheduled for July 20 and
21. On the first date, a conference on High School standards
will be held under the auspices
of members of the staff of the
state department of education.
Specialists in the field will
be here to assist with the conference on visual education on
July 21.
Invitations will be extended
to other educator.-* throughout
the northwestern part of the
state. More definite announcements as to program will be
made later.

MUSIC FEST
TO BE GREAT
ATTRACTION
A very interesting program
has been planned for the outdoor music fest to be held in
front of the Ad building Thursday at 7:00 o'clock.
Clyde
Brown, Dwight Sommers, and
Hayes Garster are in charge of
the arrangements.
If people show a desire for
such entertainment and will
attend, a second program may
be planned later in the season.
Persons who have special talents or special numbers such
as duets or trios, instrumental
or, vocal, are asked to communicate with Mr. McEwen, or any
of the above named.

REACH OF TEACHING EXPOUNDED
In an address on "The Reach
of Teaching" given at chapel
Wednesday, June 24, Frank D.
Slutz, a widely known educator,
demonstrated his characteristic
highly entertaining and convincpublic speaker. He was not only
highly entertaining and convining to fellow-teachers, but to
many others as well.
Two questions the speaker
raised at a timely moment
were: Are we so close to teaching that we miss the value of
it, and the drama as well? Do
we have a well-developed sense
of humor without which we
cannot succeed?"
Stating very emphatically
that he was tired of all the
apologetic, patronizing, and resigned attitudes which teachers
evince toward their classroom
tasks, he asserted that he would
never take an administrative
position had he his life to live
over again. The opportunity a
classroom teacher has to innovate and perfect her skills
is boundless and most enviable.
Mr. Slutz very carefully expounded the four reaches of

teaching. Jesus was the most
notable and willing exponent of
the multiple reach of teaching,
which, as the name suggests,
influences the multitude; the
unconscious reach was illustrated by Harold Davis, a professor of mathematics in one of
our western universities when
he told Mr. Slutz why his teaching of English made a mathematician of him. "The trombone
notes are not important, but the
grace notes are often effective,"
Mr. Slutz concluded.
The social reach of teaching
has three prongs, of which the
teachers are one. Acting as social units and numbering hundreds and thousands, they, unlike Isaiah for the Remnant,
preach the gospel for all. The
one-talent persons must be
helped to see people rather than
issues . . . "The basis of leadership is followship"; and then
there are those in our midst
who are born leaders, and Mr.
Slutz begged us to be thankful
for those who were the most
difficult to control, who always
had new ideas as to how things
should be done, and who

weren't afraid to state them.
Here he quoted Martha Berry,
a deep-visioned teacher in the
Kentucky hills who said, "Maybe
before I die, I can find another
Lincoln in these mountains."
The human engineering reach
does not disparage a very necessary ingredient to successful
teaching, that of scholarship,
but it requires above all, tact,
simplicity, understanding and a
supreme sympathy as fundamental. Adequate preparation
is indispensable, for we cannot
bo "blind leaders of the blind."
Four things in technique the
speaker wished to impress were:
1. Knowledge of a piece of
subject matter, and the skill to
present it.
2. The liking of boys and girls
better than subject matter.
3. The skill to win the admiration of boys and girls, for only
across the bridge of admiration
will a boy or girl progress very
far.
4. The sincerity and humility
in our tasks to prevent those
we direct from becoming cynical and pessimistic instead of
courageous and enthusiastic.

BEE GEE MEN
GO TO YOUTH
CONFERENCE
Almost 1,000 delegates from
forty-five states and several
Canadian provinces met in the
Christian Youth Conference of
North America, held at Lakeside, Ohio, from June 23 to
June 28 inclusive. With their
motto and purpose always before them, they heard such wellknown speakers as J. Stitt Wilson, of California; Dr. Toyohiko Tagawa, evangelist and
leader of the cooperative moviment -n Japan, and Dr. T. Z.
Koo, secretary of the World
Student Christiui Federation.
The conference was divided
into ten groups, or commissions,
each to study one particular
problem such as: "Building a
Christian Economic Order";
"The Christian and the Use of
Alcohol"; "Building a Warless
World"; "Missionary Action",
and others. These commissions
then made a report to the whole
conference, which voted upon
their recommendations of goals
to be reached and actions necessary to gain them. Those reports which were passed unanimously, or nearly so, will be incorporated into a platform for
"Christian Youth Building a
New World."
George Beattie and Allen
Siebens went as delegates from
the local Presbyterian church.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pnbliihed Every Wednesday of College Year
By The
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Play Day—A week from
Wednesday afternoon, July 8,
1936.
Softball games every Tuesday and Thursday at 3 P. M.

STAFF

July 4—Firecrackers

Carl Hawver

Managing Editor

Dorothy Wolfe

Associate Editor

Raymond Hoops
Helen Hastings

Chapel—Russell T.
lecturer, July 8, 1936.

Magic—Sterlings' Magicians
visit Bowling Green, July 9.

Men's Sports Edtior
Women's Sports Editor

Cecelis McCratc

- Society Editor

Paul Cramer

Organization Editor

Gertrude Masters

Feature Writer

Martha Lee Harris

Reporters

Edna E. McCormick

Reporters

Editor this week

Raymond Hoops

Prof. G. W. Beattie

Adviser

If Winter Comes
There is a difference in attitude marking the average winter from the summer students at B. G. S. U. The summer student queries, 'what shall we learn for tomorrow?" While the
former schemes, "what work can I get out of learning for tomorrow?" The happy medium drawn between these two makes up
the character of the many good students to be found in both sessions.
That most of these summer students actually believe in
memorizing facts given by the instructors is difficult to state.
I suspect that they are just wise enough, with their practical
experience, to follow their assignments, however unreasonable,
at the same time separating the grain from the chaff. This
the winter students are unable to do, and consequently wail loud
and long over these facts that "we'll never use anyway".
By the time the students become upper classmen they are
experts at humoring instructors and thereby receive better grades
with less work and "beefing". It would be a revelation to most
of the winter students to see the manner in which these summer
students turn out their work without a whimper.

Professors and Politics

.

.

If a college education helped only in aiding one to cast an
intelligent ballot, after a campaign such as we are witnessing
for president, I'd feel it well worth while. So much propaganda,
usually straddling the issue, is put before us that it takes a
clear thinking mind to get behind the facts concerned.
Our modern newspaper system is so constituted that certain
self-appointed men with the necessary capital also have the privilege of determining which side of a battle we should read.
In some areas in spite of 3 or 4 local newspapers only one side
of the issue is presented. When a scoop from the enemies'
camp comes, it is printed, but elsewhere in two larger spreads we
read articles to counteract any wrong impressions the reader
might have gathered.
The government will never be permitted to regulate the
press for obvious reasons. No plausible meH'od of control can
now be seen that will prevent, among other things, these capitalists from yelling, "Reds", "Communists", every time a liberal idea
is offered that interferes with the choice position they now hold
as moulders of public opinion.
It is a challenge to the teachers of America to develop
citizens with an open mind and a background broad enough to
aid them in sifting newspaper and other propaganda in order
to secure an intelligent balloting.

Facts and Figures
It is interesting to know:
That we have 106 acres in our
campus and farm.
That the cost of the buildings
and grounds is well over $2,000,000.
That we house 211 students
in the dormitories.
That we have 46,000 volumes
and 163 periodicals in our
library.
""-•\t anyone graduating from
t grade high school can

enter the university.
That we have had 13,990
matriculants since the University was founded.
That 1,117 students have
taken degrees and 3,218 students
have taken diplomas since the
foundation of the University
with 33 degree and 69 diploma
candidates for August.
That 80 per cent of our graduates were placed in positions
last year.

loud—The hostess was
T to one of her guests as
two sat listening to a
"es recital.
'-. stess — Beautiful,
aren't
v?
t -I beg pardon,
stess—I say they're beauul aren't they?
uest—I'm sorry, but I can't
r.r a word you say for those
'oud chimes.

Officer (to drunk) — What
you looking for?
Drunk—I just lost 60 cents.
Officer—Where did you lose
it?
Drunk—About half a block
down the street.
Officer—Well, why are you
looking for it here?
Drunk—Oh, the lights much
better here.

NOSEY NEWS
One need never be at a loss
for after dinner stories if he
attends one of Dr. Nordmann's
history classes, for that worthy
has an unheralded art of relating in his own peculiar, rapidfire manner, the most interesting of illustrative material for
his points—story after story
until the hour is gone and you
find, to your surprise, that you
have acquired something in
spite of yourself—a most desirable art, Dr. Nordmann.—We
wish Dr. Shaffer could develop
it.—In these quiet summer
daze any bit of excitement is
welcomed—that is why we were
quite a little thrilled when the
austere Dr. Shaffer tumbled
from his chair in a most undignified manner in the midst
of a Monday morning class—
In the future we wish you a
better balance, prof, or knee
pads—Dale Kellogg was seen
about town recently, he has
been appointed Post Commander
of the local Veterans of Future
Wars—Ho Hum! A commander
without a post—Harriet Kettercr is doing her bit "slinging
hash" up in "Chi"—somehow
that doesn't sound just like our
Hattie—The Delhi boys wanted
me to write their news this
week—well, they asked for it—
Red Phillips borrowed a "shady"
car to drive and tires, gas and
oil cost him ten bucks—was it
worth it Red?—Mac. McCulloch is jerking beers at the
"Splendid", and getting heavier
—Jack Bucklew in his own inimitable manner is attending
summer school, and sleeping,
and getting around a bit—
"Foxy" is working, strictly in
private—on a million dollar
racket—something to do with a
mouse trap-beer bottle combination. I think—Walter Barnes
has been studying the methods
and life of Huey Long—Ohio
may have a "Kingfish" yet—
"Doc" Allensworth and Joe McLaughlin are going 'round and
'round with a co-op dance band
—And there's your Delhi news
with a vengeance, boys—don't
"beef"! Mary Connel lost her
purse t'other day—and some
honest lad called her long distance to inform her that he had
found it—lucky girl, Mary—
what can this man Reebs be doing that causes this sudden
scramble for work books in T
& M?—and Hissong—seems to
be adding a few gray hairs,
too—can it be that the summer
is beginning to be a bit of a
grind?—Well, no more till later.
Goom bye, Ozzie.
Few people postpone the
writing of a letter that might
bring back a return, in cash.
Everybody likes to see his or
name in print provided nice
things are said.

Neville,

Loyalty —
To What?
The prevailing vote, in the
undergraduate press and in
the student mind in one of confunion. How long is this to last?
What to do about it? What
awaits after graduation? and
kindred puzzle*. And still they
carry on.
More and more people these
days are shouting the word
"loyalty." Not just publishers
and politicians, but even educators are speaking of it. And
the more oratorical they become
in talking of it, the more confusing it is to some students to
discover what all the fuss is
about.
What do they mean by "loyalty"?
Do they mean unquestioning
obedience to the authority of
either one's state or one's family or one's university?
Or do they mean personal
sympathy with the aims of the
group of which one is a member?
Or do they mean by 'loyalty',
a devotion to what is best
within any group or institution?
How can one be just loyal?
It doesn't make very much sense
. . . Maybe those who are speaking so emphatically about "loyalty" do not mean that it should
make sense.
Maybe "loyalty" is for them
an instrument by which minds
may be moulded to suitable patterns. Maybe those to whom
"loyalty" is the highest form of
state and university patriotism
are more concerned with enlisting emotions in support of their
projects than they are in objective values. Maybe they really do not know what they mean
and are merely repeating, because of ignorance or expediency, what has become a public cry.—The California Daily
Bruin.

Emerson Parliament, July 1.
All College Sing—Thursday,
July 2, 1936, 7:00 P. M. on the
steps, Administration Building.

FREEDOM

The press of America is free.
It has cast off its fetters and
lives to speak the belief prompted by its heart. Logically the
college press of America is also
free. No restrictions, say the
laws of our land.
So the college prints what it
likes with a few minor exceptions.
The college authorities must
remain inviolate. Like the king,
Hitler, and Mussolini, they can
do no wrong.
College traditions must carry
on unflayed. However motheaten, however absurd, they are
a joy forever. Such they must
remain.
Anyone or anything connected with the school income
is as Caesar's wife, above reproach. Criticism of state officials is journalistic heresy,
and lo! the poor cub who commits the sacrilege. The newspaper as a student organ voicing student opinion in its truth
and entirety is quite securely
tied by purse strings.
There must be no department
infringement on publicity. The
paper make-up is entirely in the
hands of the editor. He has carte
blanche, and all the latitude in
the world; but if Department A
crashes into print for half a
column, Departments B and C
and D must be given equal
space, with the result that major stories have to be sandwiched
in between quiz announcements
r.nd minor conventions.
To insure undeviating parade of the little line the paper
is supervised. And if it is not
a good little paper it gets no
: upper. Furthermore if it continues to be a problem child it
is put quietly out of existence,
and only those complain who
POST-SESSION
still believe in the fable of unSURVEY
tampered publication.
The press is free. So is adAt the first chapel period of vice, but somebody usually pays
the season, President Williams for both of them in the end.—
announced that students will be The East Texan.
given a chance to express their
preferences
for
post-session
Absolutely None
courses.
On blanks which will be disIt may be a mansion—
tributed July 15, you will be
It may be a dump.
asked to indicate first, second, It may be a farm
and third choices. An effort will
With an old oaken pump;
be made to provide for all rea- It may be a place—
sonable demands after the list
It may be a flat,
is canvassed.
It may be the room
Three semester hours* credit
Where you hang up your hat;
may be earned during the three It may be a house
weeks beginning August 10 and
With a hole in the floor—
ending August 29. The registra- Or marble hotel
tion fee will remain the same
With a coon at the door;
as last year, that of $3.50 per It may be exclusive,
semester hour.
Or simple, or swell,

A wee bit of heaven
Or one little—well
A prof, tells us that a woman
Most of the people planning is like a bungalow; painted in Just kindly remember
Wherever you roam,
to get rich forget to try hard front, shingled in the rear, and
work and perseverance.
There's No Place Like Home.
no upper story.
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- SOCIAL EVENTS 3-K NEWS

Ye Olde Five
Brothers
Ye Olde Five Brothers spirit
was much in evidence around
the fraternity house Tuesday
evening, June 23. The old brothers and the active brothers
were there. At this meeting the
foundation was laid for an active chapter of Five Brothers
at tho campu.t this summer.
Mr. Moosm»n was elected Ye
Olde Skull, Mr. Marshall as
scribe arid miser, and Mr.
Thouro- was elected to serve
in the most important capacity
of G. A. P.
It was decided that on June
30 there would be an informal
dinner at the house with a
meeting immediately following.
If this plan proves successful, it
will be made a weekly event. All
brothers are cordially invited
and urged to attend both the
dinners and the meetings.

PROF. PROMOTED
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
son Standard MIV Insurance
Company of Greensboro, N. C,
and was instructor in mathematics at the State University.
He continued his education by
studying for one year under
J. F. Steffensen, professor in
actuarial science at the University of Copenhagen. He served
in the Nordisk Life Insurance
Company and the Denmark
Life Insurance Company before
returning to the United States
where he taught mathematics
at the University of Michigan
and was awarded the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy for his
work in mathematics and
statistics.
After serving as assistant
professor of mathematics at
State College, Bowling Green,
0., he joined the actuarial staff
of the Maccabees in 1932. He is
married and has three chil-

College Store

And so summer school brings
sorority sisters back together
again. We hope 3-Kays of last
year's chapter welcome you of
our alumnus list onto the campus again. Those of you we
didn't get to see very often
tended to "become" a name and
now we feel that we know you
—that you really are our sisters. We like it to be that way;
and here's to a happy summer
of work and play at B. G. and
many happy reunions later.

A TALL STORY
If your g>; I doesn't want you
to give her tht moon, but says
she'll be satisfied with the "big
dipper"' don't be too elated—
you still have a big job.
It takir V years for light to
pass across the top of the bowl
of the great dipper, a distance
of almost 41,000,000,000,000
miles. If you were able to take
a train across the brim, at the
present rate per mile, your ticket would cost $1,231,796,160,000
and even if you could pay the
bill, your lifetime would be over
before the train was far away
from the station.
If the great dipper were filled
with water, it would hold 122,054,130,277,429,363,532,000,000
000,000,000,000 cubic miles. If
there existed a giant large enough to be able to use this dipper, the highest balloon ascension man has ever made, would
not clear the epidermis on the
bottom of his feet.—So if she
wants the big dipper—better
buy her a "cake".

CAMPUS SPY

It's been quite a studious
week in this dormitory. Mary
Cothrel left because of illness.
We're sorry and hope it's not
serious.
It was quite a surprise to
see Mrs. Bowen in the doorway the other night looking
ready to tackle the rock garden
again. It certainly wouldn't be
home without her.
At dinner the other night,
the
teachers
proved
they
were not 'dead' yet by singing some songs. In spite of their
singing, the pianist, Iola Black,
proved that she can play.
We're pleased by the honor
done Miss Kellogg over at the
library. She certainly deserves
it.
There arc quite a few of
the Shatzel girls who are going
on the trip to the East with
Professor Holt. We heard Mildred Reynolds sign up the other
day.
Shatzel Hall seemed to be
quite well represented at Emerson Parliament. We're overjoyed that so many went.
And one of our hall mates,
Ruby Long gave a fine speech
as Mrs. Hooey Long.
There is a prevalent spirit
that the dormitory should give
a tea dance, or a social party
on the lawn. Well, girls, how
about it? Talk it up if you
like it.

The dance band, if we may
call it that, at the reception a
few weeks ago hit a new low.
The condition of the floor ran
a close second. The rumor is
about that it was to be the
last dance for this summer
term. We only hope that that
last dance wasn't the soul basis
for the decision.
Did you know that with the
parking problem what it is at
the University, some of the late
comers who are forced to park
somewhere near the corporation
limits are beginning to thumb
their way up to the Ad. building?
And don't be alarmed at
those men you see carrying
crayons to their classes. It's
just a quaint old custom observed in the "Design" course.
Otacgo Park is getting her
share of the B. G. S. U. students that enjoy dancing the
"light fantastic". Especially at
the Thursday
night Penny
dances the place takes on the
appearance of a University affair.
Which young "lady in red"
with her escort in gray was
—oh, so embarassed, the second
afternoon of school? June 16 to
be exact!
Now certain University student who made the Convention
news reel are anxiously awaiting movie contracts from HollyThe year 1936 may be a
wood. Have we a Clark Gable break for the girls, but to the
in our midst?
pedestrian it is just another
One professor faced his class leap year.
the opening day of classes to
find that he had the Jack Pot.
107 students aren't to be scoffed at. This popularity must be
deserved!
Your Man Friday

dren.
At Duke, Mr. Abernethy
was awarded highest honors in
mathematics. He won the Archibald Henderson Prize in
When a super-salesman gets
mathematics at the University you in his grip the only escape
of North Carolina. At the Uni- is to convince him that you
versity of Michigan, he was haven't got any money.
elected to Sigma Xi, scientific
honorary fraternity. He also is
an associate member of the
Seven people at the
American Institute of Actuaries, and author of numerous
Parrot to serve you
widely circu'atcd monographs
delicious, tempting,
on insurance subjects.

THE CLA-ZEL!
WED. -- THURS. -- FR1.
July 1-2-3

At The End of Our
Campus Drive

CLAUDETTE COLBERT in|

All University Supplies . . Blue Books
Fountain Service
and
Lunches

SUN.-MON.
July 5-6
Open 2:15 Sun.
LORETTA YOUNG in

"IMITATION OF
LIFE"
"PRIVATE
NUMBER"

SHATZEL HALL

appetizing foods.
Try our 25c - 30c
and 35c meals today and be the
judge.

PARROT
Restaurant
526 E. Wooster St.

J. J. Newberry
Co.
WHERE VALUES OUTWEIGH DOLLARS

Bowling Green University stationery,
linen finish paper or
envelopes.
Special

e,ch

9C

T

Skol Sorority
The new Skol house is now
well established on N. Prospect
street and is running smoothly
under the direction of Mrs. Neiswonger, the house mother. Any
warm afternoon you can walk
by and see us sitting on our
nice, cool front porch and
across the way the Delhi's likewise bedecking theirs. It is
really very companionable.
The quality and quantity of
the food we consume occasionally causes a qualm of conscience since the hot weather
doesn't seem to counteract Mrs.
Neiswonger's cooking. But in
spite of a nightmare accompanied by a lusty scream, a broken window, and those breakfasts at dawn, we think our
home life presents an ideal of
perfect domestic accord.

PHRATRA NEWS
The Toledo alumnae chapter
of Phratra sorority met on
June 20, at the home of Mrs.
William Akos, Lakewood, Mich.
Those members present were
Lucille Boher, Naomi Curtis,
Winifred Stoner, Ruth Nachtrieb, Mildred Potter, Margery
A. Shelles, Wanita Gafner, and
Mrs. Akos.
Plans were made for an outing to be held in July. Ruth
Nachtrieb is in charge of the
arrangements. Wanita Gafner
is President of the chapter.

Bicycle.

Tires . .
Accessorial

Parts

P. L. BINKLEY
242 South Main Street

"t
FLEET WING
Motor Oil
Gasoline

The PEARL OIL Co.
Phone 450

FLANNELS — a necessary part of a man's
summer wardrobe — but they must be clean!
SANITARY DRY CLEANING is a favorite
with well-dressed men, and white trousers cost
only 75c.
Phone 28

139 E. Wooster St.
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SPORT PAGE
TWO-ROUND SOFTBALL
SCHEDULE OPENS
Bayliss and
Schaller Teams
Favored
WON IN PRACTICE
Thin week brings the opening: softball games, of a proposed two-round schedule. Four
teams are entered and captained by Bayliss, Hawkins, Van
Atta, and Schaller, each determined to capture the B. G. S.
U. summer softball title.
In the practice games played last Thursday afternoon Bayliss defeated Hawkins with a
score 7-5, while Schaller led
his boys in a 21-14 win over
Van Atta. This practice session
did much to point out the glaring: weaknesses and battery
combinations.
The schedule calls for games
to be played Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons at 3:00.
Each game is to be a seven
inning affair, unless hindered
by some unforeseen difficulties" such as tied scores, thunder storms, or deliberate miscounting. The spirit and enthusiasm shown thus far bears
out the predictions that this is
to be one of the most enjoyable
sessions ever to be planned.
Come out some Tuesday to
watch the fun.
Wise Guy
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JOKES
Rip Van Winkle slept for
20 years, but, of course, his
neighbors didn't have a radio.
—Atlanta Constitution.
Are you well informed? Well,
let's hear you name ten members of the lower House of Congress.
The best a knocker can expect from the, door of opportunity is skinned knuckles.

System is a good thing but
When you see a young man
Be sure the information that
busy attending to his own bus- you get is not misinformation.
not a substitute for work.
It takes about five years to
iness you may feel sure that he
learn to talk and at least fifty
will
some day be an old man
Advertising is not a necesWhat most executives want
years to keep still.
with some business to attend to. is a board of yes-men.
sity; you can quit business.
A woman writer mentions
that fox furs are absolutely
waterproof. This explains why
you never see a fox carrying an
umbrella.—Punch.

SUNOCO GAS
STATION
Washington - S. Main

Many Americans talk about
independence and liberty without being able to express an unfettered opinion on a single
problem ubout how long the
bread should be toasted.

The more foolish portion of
our citizenry will lose tempers
A
teacher suggests that
and dispositions over political every American pupil be requirraces this summer and fall.
ed to speak a foreign language
perfectly. It might be well to
The first Methodist church have them speak English as
in the United States wus est- well.
ablished near Westminster, Md.
Have you ever looked upon
Husbands and wives should the faee of an ugly man, just
not bet—the firm is certain to after he received a compliment
from some friend, without takmake no net gain.
ing notice of how much better
Let a man or a woman talk he looked?
long enough and you will have
their number.
BUY THE BEST

Kibitzer (to an asylum inAdults who take no thought
mate playing solitare)—Wait a
to the play-like of boys and girls
minute I just caught you cheatprobably die that much earlier
ing yourself!
than they might.
Nut—Shh, don't tell anybody, but for years I've been
"y
cheating myself at this game.
POWELL
SHOP
Kibitzer—You don't say. Do
WASH DRESSES
you ever catch yourself cheating?
$1.95 - - $2.95
Nut—Naw, I'm too clever.
Phone 4
133 S. Main
HIGH PRESSURE
LUBRICATION
The only safe way to protect your car for summer
driving

B. G. U. Track Team 1936

LANDIS
Automotive Repair
Shop
Opposite post office

LINCO SERVICE
STATION
E. Wooster and Manvillc

When a person serves without pay, in any capacity, he
might as well expect a few
blows below the belt and from
the rear.

GIBSONS HOME
RESTAURANT

LOOK!!
16 page Blue Books

3 for 5c
32 page Blue Books

2 for 5c
HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL UNIVERSITY
SUPPLIES

25c LUNCH SERVED
DAILY
Real Home Made Chili 10c

Butler's Drug
Store

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

STOP!!

PHONE 468

and cool off

111 West Wooster

Always glad to see
you
EXPERT OPERATORS

at the

PURITY
SODAS
UNDAES

A good place to eat

Dining Car
Specializing
in
Steaks,
Chop*, Short Orders,
Home Cooking, Good Coffee. Second cup of coffee free with meals.

ANNOUNCING THE
OPENING OF THE

University
Dry Cleaning
Shop

"Buck" E. Muir

We cater to University
students and faculty.

215 South Main St.

53C E. Wooster St.

M

ALTED
ILKS

LIGHT
UNCHES

Meet your friends at
the University's favj orite fountain
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